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Overview
Microsoft Excel®. When’s the last time you used it? Perhaps even today? If Excel is 
already part of your workflow, then you are ready to unleash our powerful and in-depth 
portfolio risk analytics and reporting tool, PRISM. An Excel addin, PRISM’s familiar  
interface provides customized portfolio risk analysis for any risk model you use — 
easily, automatically, securely.

Reporting
PRISM gives you access to a number of point in time risk reports as well as through-time 
performance attribution. The standard set of reports look at portfolio risk in a number of 
different ways, with various levels of granularity, from the broad overview given by the 
Summary Report, through a breakdown by risk model factors and factor groups, down to 
individual stock level analysis. 

All reports can be calculated either relative to a benchmark, or in absolute terms. Risk 
and Variance values are generally available as well as actual and percentage contribu-
tions to total risk.

Because it’s an Excel add-in, that means the report output goes into Excel workbooks  
and you can use its powerful charting and data analysis to process the reports any  
way you like.

Summary Report         
With the Summary Report you get a high-level overview of the portfolio, benchmark and 
relative risk, showing the total risk of the portfolio and benchmark as well as the tracking 
error. It also includes contributions from factor model, stock specific, benchmark-related 
systematic, and residual risk plus a short summary of the general portfolio structure. 

Factor Risk
The Factor Risk Report breaks down portfolio risk according to risk model factor  
contributions. PRISM can highlight situations where a portfolio is expected to have  
a large contribution to risk from a particular factor bet, but doesn’t, due to large   
negative covariance contributions.

Holdings Risk 
The Holdings Risk Report operates like the Factor Risk report but on a stock by stock  
basis. Each stock’s total contribution to the portfolio’s risk is given, split into its factor 
contribution and stock specific contribution.

Independent Bets
The Independent Bets report simply performs a principal components analysis on the 
portfolio beta weighted covariance matrix, showing how many truly independent bets  
are in the portfolio.

Macro Factor
The Macro Factor Report shows the sensitivity of the portfolio and benchmark to one  
of a set of predefined macro-economic variables.

Performance Attribution 
Factor based Performance Attribution provides a comprehensive through-time analysis 
of the portfolio’s risk structure, exposures to the factors in the risk model, and 
attribution of the portfolio’s return to those factors.
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How it works
PRISM is compatible with all Northfield risk models, including the new XRD models.  
(You can also load other, third party risk models using its open data loading formats.) 
Northfield risk models are automatically loaded into PRISM overnight, with no user  
interaction required. You can configure it to do the same with your own data, such as 
portfolio holdings or stock level data.

The PRISM VBA API opens up all of PRISM’s reporting functions, allowing you to easily 
automate customized report generation.

Batching large reports plus PRISM’s automatically updated risk models means report 
production is fully automated to run overnight.

Set-up is easy and usually only takes about three-four hours of initial setup and   
configuration of the server. You can host the server yourself or access ours through a 
secure SSL connection.

A wide range of customization options are available, from the facility to load up and  
display custom stock data in reports. Hierarchical data structures can be defined,   
allowing one to aggregate stock risk numbers in user definable ways.

PRISM provides analysis not available 
anywhere else —      
securely, automatically, and in   
a powerful, already understood   
user interface. 



Northfield

For more than three decades, Northfield has been modeling financial markets worldwide. 
Controlling billions of dollars, our clients are focused on getting the right answers to their 
most complex investment questions. 

We embrace complexity. In fact, nothing is too big or too complicated for us. Our work  
is based on years of groundbreaking and heralded research that continues to fuel 
forward-thinking technology and broad, customized content offerings. 

With decades of experience our team of experts is obsessed with providing detailed, 
comprehensive, and candid answers to the questions that will make you as successful  
as possible.
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